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Background 
 
The annual parent/carer questionnaire conducted in March 2012 caused us to dig a little deeper into the 
question “My child receives appropriate homework for their age”. 
 
A specific homework questionnaire was first issued in April 2012 with students asked to ensure it got home. 
The very poor level of initial response led to it being reissued with a school comms alert as well. This 
happened in May 2012. Paper copies were provided as well as links via the website to enable an electronic 
copy return with a further plea for completion in the summer newsletter. 
 
In total there were 20 questionnaires returned representing the views of parents covering a total of 26 
students (2.6% of the school population), of the 20 replies 14 respondents indicated that they would be 
prepared to attend a meeting at school to discuss the role and value of homework. 
 
The collated results are (not all questions were answered): 
 

 Are you clear on the purpose that ‘homework’ is designed to serve? 
 18 Yes / 2 No 
 

 Do you know how much homework your child gets?    
  16 Yes / 4 No 

 
 Do you know what homework tasks your child is asked to do?   

 14 Yes / 6 No 
 

 My child gets too much homework. 
1 Agree or Strongly Agree / 18 Disagree or Strongly Disagree 

 
 My child’s homework seems pointless. 

0 Agree or Strongly Agree / 18 Disagree or Strongly Disagree 
 

 My child’s homework is too easy. 
2 Agree or Strongly Agree / 16 Disagree or Strongly Disagree 

 
 My child’s homework does not interest them. 

4 Agree or Strongly Agree / 13 Disagree 
 
Comments Made: 
 

 We feel that In Y10 more homework should be given. Asked around with other parents it seems that 
more homework is given to people in higher sets, but lower sets don’t. 

 My son’s homework does not seem equal across all his subjects and as a result has days when he 
has none and others when he may have four subjects. The amount of homework is negligible as 
well. 

 We are constantly asking “Have you got any homework”, “Do you need any help”. We don’t always 
get a responsive answer although he does get on and always completes any homework given. 

 My child appreciates the value of homework and works hard to complete it within the time allowed. 
There are times when she has a lot of homework to complete, but she is able to prioritise and gets 
support. There are times when very little is set, I feel regular homework encourages good study 
habits and that when homework volume is high it interferes with family life.  I felt the question 6d 
was a strange question. 

 Question 6d – homework is something you do, whether it is of interest or not doesn’t really come 
into it, unless GCSE subjects where the work is in relation to a subject they choose so hopefully 
something they are interested in. 

 Homework sets apart those children who bother to do it and those who can’t be bothered. 
 Homework promotes discipline. 



 Please, please teachers if you set homework make sure you ask for it to be actually returned. It is 
very annoying when family time is being used doing homework but then it isn’t asked for /handed in. 
This is an absolute waste of time and effort. Our child did quite a lot of homework that were not 
asked for by teachers, this is very upsetting when he spent a lot of time producing very good pieces 
of work (in our opinion) and he received no credit at all as it wasn’t asked for. 

 Homework is rare. My child was marked down for attitude and not doing enough work in class in 
English yet the teacher has never set any homework or allowed him to finish his work at home. 
When questioned at parents evening I was informed by the teacher that they felt there was little 
point in setting any homework for this class as they didn’t think any of the children would do it. They 
admitted that they had not tried setting homework to try/test this assumption. I was shocked and 
disappointed by this assumption of underachievement. 

 For the majority of subjects which set homework, the work is interesting and set at the right level. 
Occasionally it’s simple. In general, my child received more homework from junior school that set 
the expectation which hasn’t continued into senior school. I would have expected at least 2 pieces 
of homework would be set at this age level per week. Whilst some is stretching, interesting and 
challenging some can seem less so – this varies across subjects. 

 Thank you for taking time to explore this issue. 
 We appreciate the benefits for not having a strict homework timetable but this can lead to ‘sparse’ 

and ‘packed’ weeks which are harder to manage. Perhaps regular tasks in just a couple of subjects 
would provide a good grounding to the increase in workload higher up in the school. Many children 
come up from primary schools with this work ethic, learning spellings and mental maths on a regular 
basis. Some subjects seem not to vary the homework tasks to instill interest in their subjects. Ideas 
of what the termly/yearly curriculum covers would encourage families to direct their children’s 
interests and support their learning. 

 I like to check what homework my child has to see what she is studying at school. Also to give me 
an indication of her learning ability. 

 My child is often very stressed over homework and will often need telling to do it. It is often done at 
the last minute and rushed. I will not push my child to do homework as I am unwilling to have her 
stressed in this way and am of the opinion school work needs to be done in school, where the 
appropriate subject teacher is available. I am also of the opinion that homework, if necessary, 
should be set at the individual child’s academic ability not age related. 
 


